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ABSTRACT 
We consider von Neumann algebras generated by two arbitrary orthoprojections 
on a Hilbert space. A canonical decomposition is obtained for elements A of these 
algebras in terms of the operator angle between the ranges of the above-mentioned 
projections. This decomposition leads to explicit descriptions and formulas for kernels, 
ranges, spectra and essential spectra, (generalized) inverses, and other objects related 
to A. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let @ be a Hilbert space, and let 2 and Y? be (closed) subspaces of @. 
As Halmos writes [9], @ is an orthogonal sum of the subspaces 
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and “the rest” 2Jl. In its turn, m = 2?.R1, CB Y.R, with %X0 = 2 8 (YJ2”, @ 
Y.R,,,), 2X, = z’ e(DJ,, CB 2X1,), whence finally 
The geometry of mutual location of the subspaces 5_? and Y1 can be 
described completely in terms of operators H, = P,(Z - P,, )I2 and H, = 
(I - P,)P,,I2 I , where P, and P,, stand for orthoprojections of 6 onto 
corresponding subspaces; see [3, 4, 9, IO]. In particular, mm, are the 
eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalue j of the operators Hi (i, j = 
0, 1). Let us denote the set of all pairs {(i, j): i, j = 0, l} such that pij = 
dim Y.Rij > 0 by A. The trivial case SE = {O} corresponds to the situation 
when a(Hj) c {0, l}, which happens if and only if the operators Z’, and PY1 
commute. We will always exclude this trivial situation in what follows, that is, 
we suppose that dim Y.R > 0. Then H = HoIiY.R, and H’ = H,(%‘J1, are 
Hermitian operators with their spectrum contained in [O, 11, and such that 
their point spectrum (if any) is located in (0,l). According to [9, 4, 3, lo], 
these operators are unitarily equivalent (which means, in particular, that 
dim %Rm, = dim Y.R,), and, moreover, there exists a unitary operator 
such that P, and Z’,, admit the following representations corresponding to 
the decomposition (2): 
P,=Ze3Z@OcBOe3 :, ;, 
[ 1 
where W= A tv . 1 1 
The representation (3) easily leads (see [6, Theorem 81) to a description of 
the von Neumann algebra JY’(~,~%) generated by the operators P, and P,, . 
Namely, &(c, 8) consists of all operators A of the form 
(4) 
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where aij E @ and +ij are Borel-measurable and essentially bounded func- 
tions on [0, 11; null sets here and in what follows are always those of the 
spectral type p (see [7]) of H. 
Let us mention that the C*-algebra generated by I’, and PS was 
considered in [ll]; for its elements functions 4ij should be continuous on 
(T(H), and if j E (T(H), then necessarily &r(j) = 4,,(j) = 0, aij = $ii(j> 
(i, j = 0,l). 
The main purpose of this paper is to obtain formulas for Ker A, Im A, 
u(A), q,,(A), 11 A/I, and the (generalized) inverse of A for operators 
A E .@(I?, 9) in terms of their representations (4). Since the effect of the 
unitary multiples w* and W is either absent or obvious, without loss of 
generality we can (and will) suppose in what follows that Y.Rr = %X2, and 
W = I. Then, instead of (4), 
(5) 
We will sometimes write M(H) instead of the last summand in (5); in other 
words, we will denote the matrix 
by M. We will also write aij( A) instead of aij, and MA instead of M, in cases 
when explicit dependence on A is important. For example, according to (3), 
aM)( Py) = aol( Pz,) = 1, alO( Pe) = all( PE) = 0, 
a,,(Pw) = ~PYz) = 1, aok P,, ) = ad P,, > = 0, (6) 
i 
1-t 




We will call (5) the canonical representation of A. 
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2. RANGE AND KERNEL 
For a given A E &‘( 2, a), denote by A, [ = A,( A)] the set of all 
t E (T(H) such that rank M,(t) = T (r = 0, 1,2). Of course (up to null sets), 
these sets are defined uniquely, they are mutually disjoint, and IJ r t a A, = 
(T(H), where R = {r : A, f 0}. 
5 Let us also denote by 352 (r) the spectral subspace of $I corresponding to 
the part A,. of its spectrum, and by H”’ the restriction of H to YJ?r). Put 
p, = dim Z@(‘). Of course, %I8” = {O} and p, = 0 for I^ @ R. Finally, let 
Then A, is an operator acting on nmcr) @ %?r), and 
Put 
w (= wA) = det MA = 4,0h - ~ol~lo~ 
(7) 
(9) 
Then A, = {t E a(H): 4(t) = O}, A, = {t E a(H): +(t> f 0, w(t) = 0). 
The functions x, and I,!J~ are well defined on A,, they are nonnegative, and 
x02 + x: = @,” + +; = 1. 
The description of the kernel Ker A and the range Im A of operators 
A E &( 2, %) is given by the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an element of the algebra d(L?!, %> having a 
canonical representation (5). Then 
Ker A = @ (Y@V @ m(W) @ YJ Ho’) 
I 1 - xo( H”‘) 2.w) (10) a,,=0 




where EI is a dense linear manifold of 
Wl( w I 1 m(l) Ilr,W’)) ’ 
2, is a dense linear manifold of 2X c2) CB %V), I,/J~ and xi are given by (8), 
and U and V are unitary operators on YJ8’) which will be specified later. For 
Im A to be closed it is necessary and sufficient that the functions wA and 4A 




According to (8), Ker A is the orthogonal sum of Ker(ajjZE,,> 
Ker A,.. It is obvious that Ker(ajjZmm,) = ?Ejj when ajj = 0, and {d} 
otherwise. It is also obvious that Ker A, = 9JZmco) CB2J8’), since A, is simply a 
zero operator. Therefore, it is left to prove two propositions: 
(i) Ker A, = ’ (H(‘)) ” 
[ 1 -xo(H”)) n(l , and 
(ii) Ker A, = (0). 
To prove (i), let us consider the operator B = AT A, instead of A,. It has 
the same kernel as A,, and its matrix representation on 2Rmc1) CB 9JP is 
M,(H(‘)), where 
M=M*M=? ’ B A A 
[ I 77 51’ 
with to = 1~,,12 + l&,12, t1 = 14,,12 + 1+,,12, and 17 = @OITOO + d-k&~- 
Since M,(t) has rank 1 on Ai, the same property holds for the nonnegative 
382 
matrix M,(t), which means that 
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17712 = 5051, ,.$o + t1 > 0 on Al. (13) 
Since 
[arg can be taken arbitrary for values of t where n(t) = 0], the kernels of B 
and 
are connected the following way: 
KerB = 
[ 1 f : Ker%, 
where U = e’ arg “( H(l)) is a unitary multiple of the polar representation of 
q( H(i)). 
The straightforward computation using (13) shows that 
E Ker B,, 
if and only if 
,$I”( H”‘) x + e;/“( H”‘) y = 0. (14 
Both ,$i/*( H('))x and t:/“( H('))y belong to Im[( .$;I” + tri’“>( H"')]. 
Therefore it is possible to apply the (not necessarily bounded) operator 
(5;‘2 + .$ii/2)-1( H(l)) to (14), whence 
( t;,fy,;,2)(H(1))x + ( il’i~;;,2)tH,,‘)Y = ‘. (15) 
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It follows from (15) that 
where z = x - y E 2.X (l). Plugging (16) into (14) yields 
or, taking injectivity of &I( H (l)) into consideration, 
On the other hand, it can be verified directly that for an arbitrary z E YJ2~1z0 a 
pair (161, (17) satisfies (15). Hence, 
Ker B, = 
It remains to notice that .$1/2/(~~/2 + tt12> = wxi, where w = 
(& + 5J1’2/(5;‘2 + 5:‘2) 
precisely, l/ fi < 
is separated from infinity and from zero (more 
, w < 1). Therefore w( H (l)) is an invertible operator, and 
x1( H”” I”;( Hcl,)nrl’lj 
-x0( H’9 
x1( H(l)) = 
[ 1 -x0( H"') g&(l) ’ 
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The proof of (.‘> n is easy: along with A, given by (7) let us introduce 
A; = 4Jll( HC2’) - +o,( Hc2’) 
- 410( HC2’) 1 +oo( Hc2’) .
Then A’2 A, = w( H(“)) ’ ’ 
1 1 0 I’ and therefore 
Ker A, C Ker w( H@)) @ Ker w( H’“‘). 
The latter subspace is trivial due to the nonvanishing of w on AZ. 
Thus, the formula (10) is proved. It holds for all elements of l;s(Z!, %). In 
particular, applying (10) to 
gives 
Ker A* = ZIG’), (18) 
a,,=0 
in which V = gi arg 4”( H(l)) i s 
5(H”‘), 5 = 4 $ 
a unitary multiple of a polar decomposition of 
lOoof 614Ol. Equation (11) is then a result of the well- 
known relation Im A = (Ker A*)’ and direct computations of orthogonal 
complements. 
Once (11) is obtained, it is clear that Im A is closed if and only if 
Z!, = Im A,. (r. = 1,2) have this property. Therefore, it is left to prove the 
following statements: 
(iii) Im A, is closed if and only if $ = Ci, j= (,I &j 1’ is separated from 
zero on Al, and 
(iv) Im A, is closed if and only if w = ~,,0~11 - 4ol~lo is separated 
from zero on A,. 
Proof of (iii): It is well known that for any operator X the ranges of X, 
X*, XX*, and X*X are closed (or not) only simultaneously. Therefore, as in 
the proof of (lo), we may consider the operator B, (unitarily equivalent to 
ATA,) instead of A,. Let us introduce also an operator 
C = [ ,$/“( H(i)), E,‘/“( H”‘)] : nJz(l) @ n(l) + m(l). 
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Using (I3), one can verify that B, = C*C. Hence, Im B, is closed if and only 
if the range of the operator 
cc* = E,( H(1)) + E,( H”‘) = 4( fw 
acting on .%$l), is closed. Since 4 does not vanish on Ai, the latter condition 
is equivalent to $ being separated from zero. 
Proof of (iv): According to (10) and (111, the operator A, has zero kernel 
and dense range. Therefore, its range is closed if and only if this operator is 
invertible. Since all the blocks in the matrix representation (7) of A, 
commute with each other, for invertibility of A, it is necessary and sufficient 
(see [S, Problem 701) that its formal determinant &,,,(H(2))+, ,(H@‘) - 
&,,W(2))&@Z@)) = &I?@)) b e invertible. Again, as in (iii), this happens if 
and only if w is separated from zero (in this case, on A2). n 
Equations (10) and (18) lead directly to the rule for computation of the 
so-called defect car&al numbers a(A) = dim Ker A and p(A) = 
codim Im A ( = dim Ker A*) of operators from &( 2, Y?). 
COROLLARY 2. Let A E zZ(Z, 52). Then 
a(A)=P(A)= C Pij+2Po+Pl. (19) 
(i, j)EA 
a,,=0 
EXAMPLE 3. Let us apply (12) to the operator I’,,. Due to (61, for this 
operator w = 0, 4 = 1, I& = d=, I+!J, = fi, and (’ = dt<l-t>. Hence, 
A0 = A2 = 0, A1 = a(H), and, according to (121, 
3. FREDHOLMNESS AND INVERTIBILITY 
Let us recall that for an arbitrary operator X the difference a(X) - P( X > 
[when it makes sense, that is, when at least one of numbers (Y(X), /3(X) is 
finite] is called an index of X, and is usually denoted by ind X. The operator 
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X is called (semi-)Fredholm if its range is closed and at least one of the 
numbers (Y(A), /3(A) is finite. 
An easy combination of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 yields the following. 
THEOREM 4. Let A be as in Theorem 1. Then A is semi-Fredholm if and 
only if 
(1) dim Emij < f 00 or all (i, j) E A such that ajj = 0; 
(2) dim Ker o(H) < ~0; 
(3) 0 is not a limit point of the set w( a( H >>. 
Zf conditions (l)--(3) are satisfied, then A is Fredholm and ind A = 0. 
Proof. Condition (2) means exactly that %?a) and m(l) are finite 
dimensional; hence (1) and (2) t o e g th er are necessary and sufficient, accord- 
ing to Corollary 2, for a( A) and p(A) to be finite. Further, if dim %@‘) < m, 
then the set A, is finite, and therefore the function $ is automatically 
separated from 0 on A,. Finally, w((T(H))\ {O} = &I,), and 0 is not a 
limit point of o(a( H 1) ‘f 1 and only if it is separated from w(As). Hence, 
when condition (2) is satisfied, then condition (3) is necessary and sufficient 
for A to have closed range. n 
Obviously, invertible operators are Fredholm operators with zero defect 
numbers. Therefore, from Theorem 4 immediately follows 
THEOREM 5. An operator A ~&((4, ‘31) is invertible if and only if 
(1) ai1 # 0 for all (i,j) E A, and 
(2) w( a( H 1) is separated from zero. 
If A E &(G!, %), then, of course, for any A E @ we have A - AZ E 
d( 2, 8) with the canonical representation 
A-AZ= “lcH) (411 - A)( ) 
Applying Theorems 4 and 5 to A - AZ instead of A, we obtain the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for operators A - hZ to be Fredholm and invert- 
ible. In other words, we can describe the spectrum a(A) and the essential 
spectrum a,,,( A) (= (A : A - AZ is not Fredholm}). 
THEOREM 6. Let A be as in Theorem 1. Then 
a(A) = {aij:(i,j) EA} u $+(4W " @-(a(H)) 7 
aess( A) = {aij :dim lrJlij=m} U $+(cr(H)) \a+ U $-(o(H)) \a- , 
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in which 
and fi + is the set of all 5 such that I)+~( 5) consists of a finite number of 
isolated eigenvalues of H having finite multiplicities. 
4. GENERALIZED INVERSES 
An operator X acting on a Banach space B is called generalized 
invertible (g.i.> if there exists such an operator Y that 
XYX=X and YXY=Y. (21) 
The range of a g.i. operator is closed; the converse is true when B is a 
Hilbert space @. An operator Y satisfying (21) is not defined uniquely 
(except in the trivial case of invertible X, in which Y = X-i), but for all such 
operators XY and YX are projections, onto Im X and Im Y correspondingly. 
In case 93 = 4 for every g.i. X, there exists Y satisfying (211 and such 
that XY and YX are orthoprojections onto Im X and Im X* (= Im Y ), and 
this Y is unique. It is usually called the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of 
X, and is denoted by X ‘. 
Let us return now to operators A from &‘(z, 8). Since generalized 
invertibility is equivalent to the closeness of Im A, the necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions for A to be g.i. are already contained in Theorem 1. The next 
theorem provides an explicit formula for the generalized inverse At. 
THEOREM 7. Let A be as in Theorem 1 with functions w and 4 
separated from zero on the sets A2 and A1 respectively. Then its generalized 




a,;’ when aij # 0, 
‘3 0 when ai1 = 0, 
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B, is an operator acting on 2Jlmcr’ @J %Rncr), B,, = 0, 
B, = 411( HC2’) - 44ll( HC29 _ 
- &cd H”‘) 4,,,( HC2’) 1 
w '(H"'). 
(23) 
Proof The generalized inverse of an orthogonal sum is the orthogonal 
sum of the generalized inverses. Therefore, to derive (22) from (8) it suffices 
to prove that ai]: ‘)Zw are generalized inverses of aijZtlll , and AT = B,. All 
the operators under gonsideration, except A,, are eith& equal to zero or 
invertible, and hence their generalized inverses equal zero or coincide with 
the usual inverse operator, respectively. Due to this observation, we are left 
with a verification of the formula Ai = B, only. 
According to (23), B, diff ers from AT by an invertible factor commuting 
with AT and A,. Therefore, 
Im B, = Im AT = Im( B, A,), Im A, = Im( A,Ay) = Im( A,B,), 
and it suffices to prove that A, B, and B,A, are orthoprojections; the 
formulas A, B, A, = A, and B, A, B, = B, will follow from there automati- 
cally. 
Direct computations show that A, B, = M( H(l)), where 
is a Hermitian matrix function with tr M(t) = 1, det M(t) = 0 for t E Al. 
Since a = I* = ad, the same properties are inherited by the 
operator M( H cl)). The product B, A, can be considered analogously. W 
COROLLARY 8. If A EJZ'(~!,%) h as a generalized inverse A’, then 
At l &(lij, %n>. 
In particular, for Fredholm A E ~~42, % ), At is a regularizer of A which 
belongs to the same C*-algebra XJ’(~, %n>. For invertible A, of course, 
At = A-‘, and the fact At ~&(z!, (%> f 11 o ows from the general results on 
C *-algebras. 
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Let us recall that a generalized inverse Y of an operator X is called its 
group inverse if, along with (211, Y commutes with X. The direct computa- 
tion of AA+ and AtA based on the representations (5) and (22) yields the 
following criterion. 
COROLLARY 9. Let A be as in Theorem 1. Then for its Moore-Penrose 
inverse At to be a group inverse it is necessary and suflicient that on A, one 
have &(t) = $lo(t)eie(t) with 
l?(t) = 
2ard &xdt> - 41(t)l when bdt> # Mt>~ 
arbitra y otherwise. 
The commutativity of general linear operators on a Hilbert space with 
their Moore-Penrose inverses was considered in [2]. 
5. NORMS 
It is well known that for an arbitrary operator X acting on a Hilbert space 
@ its norm 11 X 11 coincides with the spectral radius of (XX*)lj2, that is, 
IlXll = max{A: h >, 0, A2 E a( 
The essential norm of II X I( is defined as follows: 
1x1 = inf{llX - KlI: K is compact}, 
and can be calculated by the formula 
1X1 = max{h: A > 0, h2 E aeSS( XX*)) 
as soon as cr_,( XX *) is known. 
If A EL&C, %?), then also AA* E&C!, %2), and hence both a(AA*) 
and creS,( AA*) can be found in terms of the canonical representation (5) using 
Theorem 6. For example, in the case of the usual norm, straightforward 
computations yield the following. 
THEOREM 10. Let A ES&X?, 8). Then 
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6. THE ALGEBRA J&F’) 
Let us suppose now that the subspaces 2 and Y? are direct complements 
of each other: 
gj=2tt. (24) 
The condition (24) means that 
(i) 2 n Y? = {O}, 
(ii) C+fisdensein,$j,inotherwords,(Z++%)’ (=Z’nY?‘)= 
(01, and 
(iii) 5.Z + Y? is closed. 
In terms of the subspaces (1) and of the operator H, (i)-(iii) are respectively 
equivalent to: 
(i’) 9.Ro0 = IO), 
(ii’) YJ?r,, = {0}, and 
(iii’) H is invertible. 
According to (i’)-(ii’), the orthogonal decomposition (2) of @ takes a 
simplified form: 
$3 = n,, fzJ 2Jtm,, e3 (2.x,, e3 rn,). (25) 





(where, as usual, we have already identified ZRn, with ZR,). Due to (i’) and 
invertibility of, H, the representation (20) of % can be rewritten as 
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which means, by the way, that K = JH-l-I is an angular operator of the 
subspace 9 8 (% n J? ‘I with respect to ERuz, = li3 1 e(g’ c--S!). 
It is well known that the condition (24) is equivalent to existence of the 
projection P of @ onto (;! parallel to 2. The next lemma gives an explicit 
matrix representation of this P with respect to the decomposition (25). 




0 0 1 
is the projection onto 2 parallel to \%I. 
Proof. Direct verification shows that the right side of (27) is idempotent; 
therefore, P is a projection. In particular, 
ImP=Ker(Z-P) =Ker 
It follows directly that 
At the same time, 
which is Y? according to (26). n 
It follows from Lemma 11, in particular, that P l xf(Z!, 8). Of course, 
P*=zcI3ofB 
[ 
_&I& :: 1 (28) 
is an element of M(n!, %) as well. Let us denote by A?‘(P) the von Neumann 
algebra generated by P. Then, according to the already mentioned inclusions 
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_d(P) Cd(Z,%). (29) 
Due to (29), all the criteria and formulas obtained in Sections 2-5 are 
applicable to operators from d(P). Of course, they are simplified because 
A C {(O, l), (1,l)). Moreover, since 
P--P*=o@ocB I hi& -&F-T 1 0 ) (30) 
I+(H) in all statements may be replaced by the set 
(<:&j=i--F Ev(i(P-P*))). 
It yields, in particular, formulas obtained in [5, 121 for norms of operators 
f(P, P*> where f is a polynomial of two variables. 
Let us mention, for the sake of completeness, that an inclusion opposite 
to (29) also holds. In other words, the following is true. 
THEOREM 12. For an arbitrary projection P acting on 6, the von 
Neumann algebras generated by P and by the orthoprojections onto its range 
and kernel are the same: 
d(P) =&qz!, %), (31) 
where i? = Im P, 5% = Ker P. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that 
P, Ed(P). (32) 
Indeed, if (32) holds, then, replacing P by its complementary projection 
I - P, we find out that 
P,, EJqZ -P) [=SqP)], 
and hence &(Z!, R) C&(P). From this and (29), Equation (31) follows. 
. 
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To prove (32), let us begin by multiplying (27) by (28), which yields 
PP*=z@ocB Hi1 ; . 
[ I 
Let us introduce a continuous function 7~ on [O, 11 H 111 such that ~(0) = 0, 
T/(z) = 2-l - 1 on CT(H) U {l) ( w ic is h h. p ossible because H is invertible). 
Then the operator 
~(PP*)+z=zG3zcB f ‘: [ I 
is invertible, and its inverse 
[v(PP*) +I]-‘=Z@Z@ Hi1 ; [ 1 
belongs to the C*-algebra M(P) together with q(PP*) + Z itself. Therefore, 
PP*[q(PP*) + I]-’ = z $0 CT3 :, ; = P, 
[ I 
n is also an element of d(P). 
7. SKEW PROJECTIONS 
Let us consider, as an application, the following question: when do 
generalized inverses of the skew projection P and its complementary projec- 
tion Z - P have the same norm? Applying (22) to the operator P repre- 
sented in a form (27) one easily finds that 
According to Theorem 10, 
max fi = llHljl” when li! n 2X L = (0)) 
JIptll = t~u(H) 
max{l, llH11”2} otherwise. 
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On the other hand. 
has a structure similar to that of P; the difference is that 2 n 9? ’ and 
2 ’ n Y? are switched, as are 2X,, and YJ2i. Using this similarity, or repeating 
the calculations, one finds that 
llQ+ll = 
i 
IIHII”” when 2 ’ n ‘3? = { 0) , 
max{ 1, )I H )j”2} otherwise. 
Comparing the formulas obtained for llPtll and llQtll, we arrive at the 
following. 
THEOREM 13. Let P be a projection acting on a Hilber-t space @, and let 
Q = Z - P be its complementary projection. Then llPtll # llQtll ifand only if 
exactly one of the subspaces Ker P n (Im I’>’ and (Ker P>’ n Im P is 
nonzero, and Im( P - P*> is closed. 
Let us explain that Im( P - P*> being closed is equivalent to the condi- 
tion that 0 is not a limit point of a( P - P*). According to (30), the latter 
condition means exactly that 1) H I( < 1. 
Theorem 13 provides an answer to a question raised in [l]. 
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